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Windows 10 is Here
Say Goodbye to Painful, Time-

consuming, and Costly Migrations  

For 30 years, Ivanti has helped thousands 

of customers with their key desktop and 

VDI initiatives, including Microsoft 

Windows migrations and hardware 

refresh projects.

 

While Windows 10 has taken off for consumers, it's not 

without its challenges for enterprise IT. Windows 10 

presents IT with a new type of user profile to manage, 

continuous product updates, universal applications, and 

much more. With Windows 7 approaching end-of-support, 

it’s time for IT to make migration to Windows 10 a priority—

and Ivanti can help. 

Say Goodbye to Painful, Time-consuming,  

and Costly Windows Migrations 

The days of going a decade between major migrations are 

over. With Microsoft's shift to a faster OS release cadence, 

IT teams face the constant pressure of running multiple 

Windows versions in parallel, in addition to operating in a 

continuous state of migration. 

lvanti simplifies and reduces the cost and complexity of any 

desktop transformation project, including Windows 10, while 

ensuring optimal user experience and increased levels of 

productivity. How? lvanti moves user personalization, files, 

and settings between disparate Windows operating-system 

versions automatically. 

When users log on to their new workspace, they are 

presented with a familiar desktop environment. They benefit 

from a better user experience and become productive right 

away—and IT receives fewer helpdesk calls. 

So How Do We Make Windows  

Migrations Less Painful? 

lvanti provides a simple, centralized, and managed solution 

for migrating user profiles and data from an existing 

Windows desktop to a modern Windows 10 desktop. lvanti® 

User Workspace Manager decouples all aspects of the user 

from the underlying desktop, operating system, and 

hardware. Now user personalization and settings flow 

automatically between OS versions, and user files follow 

them to their new desktop automatically, whether it’s a 

physical, virtual, or cloud desktop. 

“During Windows migration, we expanded the 

number of users, which was much easier 

because a lot of the standardization was taken 

care of by lvanti as well as the user settings. We 

planned on the equivalent of one full-time 

employee for the migration process. By using 

lvanti we saved this resource." 

Daniel Belanger, Technical Manager 

St. Tammany Parish Hospital 

Ivanti also offers a lightweight Windows 10 Migration 

Accelerator kit that automates the migration of user-profile 

and file data for point-to-point migrations and upgrades—

without extra infrastructure—where continuous sync is not 

required. 
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Ivanti Eases Windows 10 Migrations  

in Many Ways 

▪ Consistency across devices  

lvanti gives users an effortless, consistent migration to 

Windows 10, reducing support calls. Users benefit from 

the same experience across all their Windows devices 

in physical or virtual (VDI) environments. 

▪ Security becomes the norm, not the exception  

lvanti helps you enforce least privilege rights without 

degrading the user experience. 

▪ Simple, secure user data management  

Ivanti® File Director enables simple, secure access, 

sync, and sharing of your enterprise files, no matter 

where they live. It makes existing storage locations 

like file servers easily accessible from any device and 

keeps users' files in sync at all times. 

▪ Visibility into endpoint environments  

Ivanti® Insight helps IT understand exactly what’s 

happening on their endpoints before the migration. You 

gain a granular understanding of the individual 

components of logons, including group policy, 

application usage, printer and drive mapping, scripts, 

and post-logon actions. 

▪ Control the Hybrid Cloud, now  

Imagine consistent user experiences across physical, 

virtual, and cloud-delivered desktops. Ivanti has cloud-

critical features built in, including secure web services 

and integration with Citrix Cloud and Microsoft 

OneDrive. 

▪ Ready for the future, now  

Leverage a platform for your future Windows 

deployments and migrations. Create pilot environments 

to test benchmarking, tracking, application usage, 

application administrative issues, legacy application 

performance metrics, and OpEx forecasting. Know 

before you migrate. 
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